SUCCESS STORY

The Container
Store
The Container Store Keeps Customers at
the Center of Its Business with CGC
Customer experience has been at the heart of The Container Store’s values
since it opened its first storage and organization retail store in 1978. Today,
the company’s commitment to customer care is as strong as ever, especially
when it comes to listening to customers and using that feedback for continuous
improvement and business value.
The Container Store’s trademark customer experience extends to the online
world that didn’t exist decades ago.
“Even when the world was all analog, customer feedback was in our DNA,”
says Patrick Burk, Customer Content Manager, The Container Store, “so this is
just a natural progression for us.”
“We’ve always relied on the voice of the customer,” says Burk. “From the very
beginning, we’ve used comment cards and read every single one of them. Now
we can do that online, and we can also easily share customers’ comments with
other shoppers.”
The Container Store uses Bazaarvoice Ratings & Reviews to capture the voice
of the customer today. The solution enables the company to collect customergenerated content (CGC) online, repurpose it in several ways, and integrate it
throughout its business to drive revenue. These efforts have helped establish
the company as a best-in-class CGC marketer.
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AT A G L A N C E

Challenge

Use every means possible
to keep the customer at
the center of everything
The Container Store does.

Solution

Give a voice to the customer with
Ratings & Reviews, and employ
Bazaarvoice best practices to
maximize the program’s value.

Benefit

Increase review volume – and
orders and revenue – with
post-interaction emails; improve
product offerings with feedback
from customer reviews.

Featured Solutions
Bazaarvoice
Ratings & Reviews
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VO LUME G ENERATION E F FORTS RESULT IN
MO R E SITE TR AFF IC, ORDERS A ND REV E N UE
Since rolling out Ratings & Reviews in 2009, The Container
Store has actively invited customers to review its storage and
organization products, using post-interaction email (PIE) to reach
customers after a purchase.
An unexpected development in 2015 demonstrated the value
of the post-interaction email in some surprising ways. Worried
that customers were feeling inundated with email, the company
decided to suspend many non-essential email communications –
including PIE.
Review volume dropped. “We recognized the reduction in review
volume right away because of Bazaarvoice’s reporting capability,”
says Burk. “That was the canary in the coal mine.” Along with a
decrease in volume, the company saw a drop in average ratings,
review impressions, page impressions, and the number of
reviewers who recommended the product.
The value of review generation had become evident. When
The Container Store responded by reinstating PIE, all of these
metrics increased – and, even more significantly, so did order
volume and revenue.
Compared to the months just prior, when PIE was turned off, the
following two months with PIE reinstated resulted in:
F I N D ING MOR E WAYS TO SHA RE
T H E VOICE OF T H E CUSTOME R

We use consumer
content everywhere
we can – in marketing
emails, in-store graphics,
signage and catalogs.
Patrick Burk
Customer Content Manager
The Container Store

In addition to allowing customers to share their opinions with
other shoppers online, The Container Store also uses reviews in
marketing materials and other customer-facing channels beyond
the site. This creates many more opportunities for shoppers to
learn about products from customers who’ve already experienced
the benefits for themselves.
“We use consumer content everywhere we can – in marketing
emails, in-store graphics and signage, and catalogs,” says Burk.
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E X T ENDING THE VA LU E OF RE VIE WS
T H R OUGHOUT THE BUSINE SS
The Container Store further solidifies its position as one of the most
successful companies in leveraging CGC by deriving value from the
program in many other ways.
In addition to making it easy to collect consumer feedback and share
it with others, reviews play an important role in helping the company
improve its products and processes. For example, reviews recently
catalyzed innovation around the company’s extremely popular line of
storage boxes for shoes.
“We started seeing a trend of customers saying in reviews that they
wished the boxes were taller, so they could use them to store highheeled shoes upright,” says Burk. “As a direct result of customerreview feedback, we started offering a tall shoe box, and it’s been
a major hit from the get-go by every metric imaginable.” The box
currently has a five-star rating from customers.

As a direct result
of customer-review
feedback, we started
offering a tall shoe
box, and it’s been
a major hit from
the get-go by every
metric imaginable.
Patrick Burk
Customer Content Manager
The Container Store

The Container Store lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet. For more information, read the full
report.
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Reviews have also proven instrumental in pressing for product
improvements from manufacturers. “We can tell from reviews if a
product starts slipping,” says Burk, “and our buyers can use the
reviews as evidence of the need for changes when they meet
with vendors.”
With reviews driving constant product innovation and
improvement, the company has been able to move up its
timeline for making a change if a product is not performing. As
Burk puts it, when reviews reveal a product problem, “if the
vendor can’t make it right, it goes away.”
CGC also has a significant offline impact, giving consumers
more confidence when purchasing in store. The Container Store
recently collected data to understand the impact that reviews
have on its in-store buyers. The results showed that 35% of instore buyers read reviews before making their purchase.
For a company that has recognized the importance of the voice
of the customer for nearly 40 years, being able to benefit from
CGC in so many ways now is extremely gratifying. As Burk puts it,
“Bazaarvoice lets us enjoy the 21st century.”

We’ve always relied on
the voice of the customer.
From the very beginning,
we’ve used comment
cards and read every
single one of them.
Now we can do that
online, and we can also
easily share customers’
comments with other
shoppers.
Patrick Burk
Customer Content Manager
The Container Store

CO M PA N Y P R O F I L E

A B O U T T H E CO M PA N Y

Storage and organization
products retailer

The Container Store is the nation’s leading retailer of storage and
organization products and the only retailer solely devoted to the storage
and organization category of retailing. The company originated the concept
of storage and organization retailing when it opened its first store in 1978.
Today, there are 84 store locations nationwide with over 11,000 products.
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